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PAGE 2 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 TATtle TALES 806 HARRISON AVENUE PORT ORCHARD, WA 98366-4212 "Hear ye, Hear ye! " EGADS, did I really write that? My name appears under the title, I must be guilty. Okay, I admit to writing that article on, "The Magic of New Wave Tatting" that appeared in the recent Spring issue of the I.O.L.I. Bulletin. The article was a prelude to a doily I designed under the same title that unfortunately was not published at the same time. It's a good thing I have my own forum to clarify a few points that were mentioned in the two articles on Split Ring Tatting,. One of the drawbacks to free lance work is that your work may not get published until months and even years later. It is important to know that my article was written in January of 1989 when I barely understood the ramifications of this incredible technique myself. I was also under the assumption that every tatter used the same method to tat as I did and that my fellow tatters and I were all magically linked, and therefore, all on the same wavelength concerning the techniques I incorporated into each pattern that was published. WRONG! Clearly, it wasn't until the third issue of Volume Two that I started getting the idea that I was a little ahead of myself and that tatting was not as cut and dried as I thought it to be. I started receiving letters wanting to know what book I had or knew of that explained, in proper tatting English, how to tat this magical split ring. I am a strong believer in designer credit. I don't care if the designer has been dead and buried for one hundred years, they should still get recognition for their work. Until it is proven otherwise, Anne Orr is considered the mother of the split ring. She published three tatting books from her studios in Nashville, Tennessee in a ten year span. Each book contained a brief explanation of the split ring technique but included no actual pattern using this innovative technique. A question that arises in my mind is, if Anne Orr created this technique then why are there no patterns published in those books? I wish I knew the answer to this question. Another puzzlement is that no one saw the ramifications of this innovative technique until Mary Sue Kuhn published in 1985, "The Magic of Split Ring Tatting". Both Orr and Kuhn used the same identical method to tat the split ring. When tatting Orr's split ring you must remove the ring from your left hand and reverse the work to tat the second half of the ring using the stitch that they refer to as the "rds". This results in a less than perfect split ring. When turning the ring back to the front, after completion, it is visible that the second half of the split ring is not the exact mirror image of the first half. In other words, there are split hitches in the beginning and end of the ring and the picot is backwards. The split ring method was brought to my attention in the Summer of 1988. There on the cover of a craft magazine that I regularly purchase were Split Ring Stars by none other than Mary Sue Kuhn. I took one look at Kuhn's design and said, "Yippe-kio-kia!" I will be eternally grateful to Kuhn for publishing those stars. I don't believe I would have come across a copy of her prior book or understood what Orr was trying to communicate in her explanation of the split ring. I consider myself a pioneer in the field of tatting, even though the art in itself is centuries old. Through my designing efforts I have opened new avenues to this art that have not been readily practiced and were on the verge of falling dormant until some other enthusiastic artist came into focus and tried their hand at promoting the art of tatting. Tatting needs to evolve in order to stay alive in the nineties.
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PAGE 3 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 Not to sound redundant but I tat using the Reverse Riego method of tatting (which explains phrases such as towards and away. ) I never reversed my work to tat a chain but used the true reverse double stitch from day one when I first tatted a chain. When it came time to figure out how to tat the split ring from Kuhn's diagrams, it never dawned on me to reverse my work to complete the second half of the ring. If you don't have to reverse your work then why do it?? Why tat a non-perfect split ring when you can tat a perfect one?? (If you feel you must tat Orr's SR, at least tat it directionally.) It is important that we correctly refer to the stitch that we use to execute the second part of the split ring as the Lark's Head Knot. Orr referred to the stitch she used to tat the second part of the split ring as the reverse double stitch or rds. The true “rds" is the stitch that "pops" over, exactly as the double stitch with the only difference between the two stitches being that the one stitch is worked in the reverse sequence. The "rds" is commonly used in chain tatting and enables you to tat your chains without reversing the work. In reference to the Lark's Head Knot, even though its sequence could be considered worked in the reverse, the stitch is made with the shuttle thread and not the ring thread as is the case with the double stitch. The Lark's Head Knot does not it pop it over like the "rds" but the hitches are slid into place, showing that the "LHK" has very little in common with the double stitch. It is important that I clarify that I do not tat Orr's split ring nor do I advocate that you tat my designs using her method. Another point that must be clarified on the subject of split rings is that it does matter which shuttle you use to start your split rings with. If you started with shuttle one than you should continue to use shuttle one throughout the round. Otherwise, you will have twisted threads between each SR. This could be an interesting design application but unless a pattern specifically tells you to switch shuttles than your best bet is to follow the prior rule. Inside this, the final issue of TATtle TALES, you will find that I have drawn the basic hand movements associated with the Reverse Riego style of tatting. I've included two diagrams that help explain how to tat a split ring using the Lark's Head Knot without removing the ring and reversing your work to tat the second half of the ring. Another method that is featured in this issue is 3-Cord tatting. It's not a new method, but one of those obscure rarely practiced methods due to lack of patterns. I soon got bored with just the use of 3-Cords and found that 6 to 8-4Cords were far more interesting. This technique also works great with beads as you will see in some of the included samplings. Sometimes I have so many shuttles going at once that I can barely lift the project from the weight of all those shuttles. My solution was TATbit's Wee Shuttles. Try this quick craft project and you might wonder how you did without them. Imagine yourself about to faint on one of those hot sultry evenings because there is no breeze to rescue you from swooning. Before that scenario becomes a reality tat yourself the paddle shaped fan entitled Fantasia which is featured on the front cover. This is an advanced project, but not as hard as it looks. It is a bit on the tedious side because of all the ends that will need to be reworked into the completed lace. The finished results are well worth the extra time devoted to perfecting the project. Notice how the use of split rings in the alternating butterfly round keeps you from having to tat separate motifs. Mei Sato's quilted roses add a Victorian touch. This project is perfect for appliqué as well. Try it today!
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PAGE 4 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 I've also included my TOP TEN BOOK SHELF PICKS. A lot of the books listed are no longer in print but may be available at your local library to check out. These ten books, are a wonderful insight into different views on tatting by some of the current authorities of our era. The majority of books listed are mainly used as reference material although a few are excellent pattern books. You may have noticed my reference to this being the last issue. I've decided to combine the last three issues (4, 5 & 6) into what I call the Omega Issue. The confines of a regular ten page issue would not have allowed me the space to elaborate on some of the obscure techniques included herein. You won't be disappointed by the contents of this, the Omega Issue. It's jam packed full to keep you busy for months to come. For every successful person there are usually a handful of people who helped them achieve that goal. I would like to thank some wonderful people who have helped me on my journey down the yellow brick road of tatting adventures. To my special friend, Mei Sato: I feel very fortunate that I've had the opportunity to be a receptacle of Mei's immense knowledge and wisdom on a number of subjects, one of them being tatting. Thank you ... I'd like to thank all the teachers who have and who are still promoting this wonderful art of lace making with a shuttle. To those tatting members of lace guilds who preserver to keep tatting alive against all odds, I salute you. To Jim, Petra and Faye of Mail Master's Inc. for having an incredible store that meets all of the newsletter's needs and for the special rates. Last but not least, my wonderful family who put up with all kinds of inconveniences, micro-waved meals and store bought cookies. The original tattle tales, Jessica and Kyle. To Ollie, who without your love and support the newsletter would never have existed. Unfortunately it is time for the inevitable (a little quicker than some of you would want) and that would be saying for the final time, Happy tatting .....
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PAGE 5 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 TOP TEN BOOK SHELF PICKS Unfortunately some of the tatting books mentioned in the list below are no longer available, unless you come across a treasure copy in a used book store or find someone who is selling their collection. The books are not listed in any significant order but listed as I pulled them from my book shelf. The majority of the books listed are better used as a resource than for the actual patterns. 1.) Rebecca Jones' An excellent book tatting. The Complete Book of Tatting. Dryad Press Ltd. 1988 An excellent book for anyone wanting to know the traditional basics of tatting. 2.) Dora Young's All New Knotless Tatting. Courier-Gazette, Inc. 1974 Dora has invented an incredible technique that eliminates having to cut and restart each round but allows the tatter to work continuously until the shuttle is empty. (Out of Print) 3.) Fujito Teiko's Do It Yourself DIY Tatting. Nippon Vogue. Mrs. Fujito is the leading authority on tatting in Japan. This is an excellent pattern book even though the entire text is written in Japanese. (Out of Print) 4.) Rhoda Auld's Tatting the Contemporary Art of Knotting with a Shuttle. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. Rhoda gives a slightly different approach to tatting. Many free style applications with strong ties to macramé are featured. (Out of Print) 5.) To de Hann-van Beek's Klerrijk Frivolite. Cantecleer bv, de Bilt. 1985 In this Dutch text are instructions for an advance method of tatting incredible three dimensional flowers with a sewing sized needle. 6.) Elgiva Nicholls' Tatting Technique & History. Dover Publications, Inc. 1984 The first tatting book I purchased was this paperback. If you could choose just one of the books listed, this is the one book to have. Excellent resource book concerning the history behind the art of tatting. 7.) Elgiva Nicholls' Tatting Techniques, Old Revivals and New Experiments. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1976 Another excellent resource book. (This book is usually available at the library.) (Out of Print) 8.) Elgiva Nicholls' A New Look in Tatting. Portland Press Ltd. 1959 Free style tatting at its finest. (Hard to find but well worth the effort.) (Out of Print) 9.) Angeline Crichlow's Let's Tat. A Books Publications. 1981 A wonderful book comprised of 5 generations of tatting woman and the designs that they tatted in a one hundred year span. (Out of Print) 1O.) Gun Blomqvist and Elwy Persson's Tatting Patterns and Designs. Dover Publications, Inc. 1988 Excellent pattern book in English with understood directions.
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PAGE 6 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 TATbit's Wee Shuttle Copyright 1990 Teri Dusenbury Years ago, I was turned onto the magic of "liver-lid" art by a innovative art teacher. Ten years later, the world would be turned onto the same magic but under a very different title. I guess "liver-lid" just didn't have that marketable ring to it. Some of you may remember the of shrinky-dink" fad that the kids were into a few years back. The fad -consisted of a sheet of plastic that you could draw on and cut into what ever shape you desired. You could then shrink the design in a hot oven. This plastic sheeting is great! I am currently using Aleen's Shrink-Art Plastic, possibly, the exact same plastic that was used to make liver-lids so many years ago. What exactly does all of this have to do with tatting? Well, it will enable you to make your own wee shuttles. Sometimes, when tatting I have more shuttles than I know what to do with and they can make the project heavy. Some of the work only takes a small amount of thread on the second shuttle, and therefore, I really don't need a regular sized shuttle when a wee shuttle will do the trick. I started experimenting with ShrinkArt and you may want to as well. First off, we should start with sources. I buy Aleen's Shrink-Art Plastic from Enterprise Art, 2860 Roosevelt Blvd., Clearwater, FL 34620. Clear 8"'xll" sheets (order number 15670) 6pc pkg is $2.75. Please add $2.50 shipping and handling. Allow 1-3 weeks delivery via UPS. Send for their free catalog. This is a great mail order source for many craft oriented supplies; you may want to get there catalog even if you are not interested in making your own shuttles. I used my fancy paper hole punches on the shuttles to give them a little more personality. Punches should be available through various local stationery stores but if you can't find them they are available through Lake City Crafts, Rt. 1, Box 637, Highlandville, MO 65669. (417) 587-3092. You can get the Craft Punch Set which is 6 punches, 1 of each of the following, duck, Christmas tree, teddy bear, heart, cow, and the star for $42. Or purchase them individually at $8 each. Postage and handling is: $10 and under is $2. $10.01 to $30 is $3. $30.01 to $50 is $3.75. Send $1.50 for catalog. One word of warning. Your punches are made specifically for paper punching and not on plastic. You may not want to risk not being able to punch paper after punching the plastic sheeting. I can get about eight shuttles to a sheet of plastic. I have found that if you do not cut the patterns on the straight of grain they don't shrink evenly. it is a good idea to follow the directions on the package for the best results. These little shuttles are great for beginners or little kids who are curious about the art of tatting. Just think how exciting it would be for a youngster to start the art of tatting by making their own shuttle first. Have fun with it and let me know how you like those wee shuttles.
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PAGE 7 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 These shuttles were designed to make tatting with more than one shuttle easier to handle. You may find that the design of the shuttle doesn’t suit the style in which you tat. Experiment with the design until you find one that fits your tatting needs.
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PAGE 8 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 3-CORD TATTING SHUTTLE



TOP THREAD-FIRST BALL THREAD



SHUTTLE THREAD



Center thread is also referred to as the shuttle thread. The shuttle thread is used to execute all of the stitches in 3-cord tatting. The shuttle thread carries all of the stitches. Wrap the first ball's thread around your pinky finger and tat three double stitches. Remove first ball's thread from your pinky finger.



Wrap the second ball's thread around your pinky finger and tat three reverse double stitches. Continue in pattern alternating between ball threads one and two.
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PAGE 9 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 3-CORD SAMPLINGS



This is a basic 3-cord sample using two ball threads. Pattern script would read: *2 ds, 2 rds* continue in pattern across. End. Beads make the cord more interesting and the script a little harder. For this example, ball one carries no beads. The shuttle thread carries 5 beads and ball two carries 25 beads.



A rule of thumb on basic 3-cord tatting is that you tat double stitches with ball one's thread and the reverse double stitch with ball two’s thread.. The script reads: 1 ds, * 1 rds, 1 ds, place, 1 ds, push shuttle bead into place, 1 ds, push the 5 beads from the second ball thread into place, 1rds, 1dc* repeat in pattern across.



This cord would make an interesting insert on anything you wanted to add some sparkle to. This insert is worked in two steps. For the example you need to thread 15 beads on the shuttle thread and 35 beads on the second ball thread. The first ball thread carries no beads. The script reads: 1 ds, 1 rds, 1 ds, 1 rds, 1 ds, push 3 shuttle beads into place, 1 ds, push 7 of ball two’s beads into place, 1 rds, 1 ds repeat in pattern ending with 1 extra dc, rds. The second row is worked exactly like the first, except that the second ball's thread is not attached to the ball. You will need approximately one yard of thread that will be referred to as the second ball’s thread. Thread 15 beads onto the shuttle thread. The first ball's thread does not carry any beads. The second ball's thread is not beaded until you work its sequence. You will need 30 beads. The script reads: 1 ds, 1 rds, 1 ds, *1 rds, 1 ds, push 3 shuttle beads into place, 1 ds, thread 3 beads onto the second ball thread, with needle threader pull ball two's thread through the fourth bead of the prior row. Thread three more beads onto the second ball thread, 1 rds, 1 ds* continue in pattern ending with one extra ds and rds.
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PAGE 10 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 SPLIT RING 3-CORD TATTING Now it is time to put the two ball threads onto shuttles. It's best to use 3 different colored shuttles or at least mark them accordingly: shuttle one= ball one or BI, shuttle thread= ST, shuttle two= ball two or B2. An interesting feature of 3-cord tatting is that you can place beads in areas that you would have to hand sew the bead in before. For this example we will use the versatile butterfly split ring motif.



Thread two beads onto B1, two beads on ST, and three beads onto B2. The script will read: SR B1: R 5-3, wrap the ST thread around your pinking finger (ST then becomes a part of the ring thread and is covered by the stitches tatted with B2.) and tat the LHK with B2: LHK 3-5. Push ST bead into place. B1: R3+(j to last p of prior SR)5-1-1-7-3. B1: R3+(j to last p of prior R) 1-1-3. BI: R3+(j to last p of prior R)7-1-1-5-3. With B2 only you will be tatting a Directional Ring. RW DR B2: R5+(j to p of prior SR)5-5-5. RW SR BI: R3+(j to corres. p of prior R)5, B2&ST: LHK 5+(j to corres. p of prior R)3. (ST becomes a part of the ring thread and is covered by the stitches made by B2.) *2 ds, push B2 bead into place, 2 rds, push B1 bead into place* repeat twice end with 2 ds, push B2 bead into place. Repeat butterfly pattern once more. End.



6-CORD AND BEYOND? Why stop at just three shuttles when you can go to six and beyond? If you can't connect a thread because the shuttle keeps you from accomplishing the task take the thread off the shuttle and place it on a sewing needle. Experiment and explore and see what you can create with your own ideas and tatting experience. You never know till you try. © 1990 TERI DUSENBURY TATtle TALES, 806 HARRISON AVENUE, PORT ORCHARD WA 98366-4212



PAGE 11 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 FANTASIA DAISY Using one shuttle. R5-5-5-5. *R5+ (j to last p of prior R) 5-5-5. *Repeat .last p of prior R)5-5+ (j to first p of prior R)5. End. SPLIT RING ENCIRCLING DAISY Using two shuttles wound CTM. R5-5-1-1-5-5. *SR Sh1: R5+ (j to p of daisy)5, Sh2: LHK 5 –5. SR Sh1: R 5-5, Sh2: LHK 5-5.* Repeat around joining dead end to center p of first ring. BUTTERFLY MOTIF NO. 1 R5-5-1-1-5-5. R5+(j to last p of prior R)3-5-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)5-1-1-3-7-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)1-1-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)7-3-1-1-5-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)5-3+(j to first p of prior R)5. End. SPLIT RING HANDLE Using two shuttle wound CTM. Sh1: R3-3+(j to 6th ring of butterfly motif)3-3. *SR Sh1: R3-3, Sh2: LHK 3-3. * Repeat 7xs. End by connecting dead end to 2nd ring of butterfly motif. End. BUTTERFLY MOTIF NO. 2 Using one shuttle. R5-5-5-5. R5+(j to last p of prior R)3-1-1-5-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)5-1-1-3+(j to p of 6th SR)4-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)1+(j to 5th SR)1-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)4+(j to 4th SR)3-1-1-5-3. R3+(j to last p of prior R)5-3+(j to first p of previous R)5. End FIVE DAISIES IN A ROW Two shuttles wound CTM. Sh1: R3-3-3-3. Sh1: R3+(j to last p of prior R)3+(j to 7th SR of Encircling SR)3-3. Sh1: R3+(j to last p of prior R)3-3-3. Repeat 4xs. SR Sh1: 3+(j to last p of prior R)3, Sh2: LHK 3+(j to corresp. p of prev. R) 3. **SR Sh1: 3-3, Sh2: LHK 3-3. *Sh1: R3+(j to last p of prior R)3-3-3. Repeat twice. RW DR Sh2: R3+(j to last p of prior SR)3+(j to corres. p of prior R)3-3 Sh2: R3+(j to last p of prior R)3+(j to 8th SR)3-3. Sh2: R3+(j to last p of prior R)3-3-3. RW SR Sh1: R3+(j to corres. p of prior R)3, Sh2: LHK 3+(j to corres. p of prior R)3. ** Repeat in pattern following schematics.
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STEP ONE STEP TWO



STEP THREE STEP SIX



STEP FOUR & FIVE
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STEP SEVEN



FANTASIA BY TERI DUSENBURY



STEP NINE & TEN
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STEP EIGHT



STEP ELEVEN



FANTASIA BY TERI DUSENBURY



STEP TWELVE AND THIRTEEN
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PAGE 15 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 ALTERNATING BUTTERFLIES ROW Using two shuttles wound CTM. Shl: R3-3+(j to 5th ring of Butterfly No. 1)3-3. *SR Shl: R3-3, Sh2: LHK 3-3.* Repeat once. NORTHERN BUTTERFLY SR Shl: R5-3, Sh2: LHK 3-5. Shl: R3+(j to last p of prior R)6+(j to 12th SR)8-3. Shl: R3+(j to last p of prior R)1+(j to 37th daisy petal)1-3. Shl: R3+(j to last p of prior R)8-6-3. RW DR Sh2: R5+(j to corres. p of prior R)5-5-5. RW SR Shl: 3+ (j to corres. p of prior R) 5, Sh2: LHK 5+ (j to corres. p of prior R) 3. SOUTHERN BUTTERFLY SR Shl: 3-5, Sh2: LHK 5-3. Shl: R5+(j to corres. p of prior R)5+(j to 4th ring of prior butterfly)5-5. RW DR Sh2: R3+(j to corres. p of prior R)5-1-1-7-3. Sh2: R3+(j to last p of prior R)1-1-3. Sh2: R3+(j to last p of prior R)7-1-1-5-3. RW SR Shl: R5+ (j to corres. p of prior R) 3, Sh2: LHK 3+ (j to corres. p of prior R) 5. Repeat in pattern following schematics for a total of 13 butterflies. BUTTERFLY CAMEO ROW Using two shuttles wound CTM. Shl: R5-5-5-5. *SR Shl: R3-3 Sh2: LHK 3-3. SR Shl: R 5-3, Sh2: LHK 4-4. Shl: R 3+ (j to corres. p of prior SR)6-8-3. Shl: R3+(j to last p of prior R)1-1-3. Shl: R3+(j to last p of prior R) 8-6-3. SR Shl: R3+ (j to last p of prior R) 5, Sh2: LHK 4-4. SR Shl: R3-3, Sh2: LHK 3-3. SR Shl: R5-5, Sh2: LHK 5-5. *Repeat in pattern ten times. End. CONTINUOUS DAISY ROW Using two shuttles wound CTM. Shl: R3-3-3+(j to LR SR of prev. row)3. **SR Shl: R5-5, Sh2: LHK 5-5. Shl: R5+(j to corres. p of prior SR)5. Shl: R5+(j to last p of prior R)5+(j to p of SmR of prev. row)5-5. Shl: R5+(j to last p of prior R)5-5-5. Shl: R5+(j to last p of prior R)5+(j to p of SmR of prev. row)5-5. RW DR Sh2: R5+(j to last p of prior SR)5-5-5. once. RW *Sh2: R5+(j to last p of prior R)5-5-5,*Repeat once. RW SR Shl: R5+ (j to last p of prior R) 5, Sh2: LHK 5+ (j to last p of prior R) 5. SR Shl: R3+ (i to corres. LR SR)3, Sh2: LHK 3-3.** Repeat in pattern around ten times more. End. CHAINED RINGS Using one shuttle and ball thread. *R3-3+(j to Sm SR)3-3. Ch: RDS 2-2-2-2. R3-3+(j to 6th petal of prior daisy)3-3. © 1990 TERI DUSENBURY TATtle TALES, 806 HARRISON AVENUE, PORT ORCHARD WA 98366-4212



PAGE 16 TATtle TALES VOLUME III, THE OMEGA ISSUE JULY 1990 Ch: RDS 2-2-2-2. R3-3+(j to 7th petal of prior daisy)3-3. Ch: RDS 2-2-2-2. R3-3+(j to same 7th petal of prior daisy)3-3. Ch: RDS 2-2-2-2. R3-3+(j to 8th petal of prior daisy)3-3. Ch: RDS 2-2-2-2.* Repeat in pattern across. CAMEO EDGE Using two shuttles wound CTM. Shl: R5-5+(j to butt of butterfly)5-5. SR Shl: R3+(j to third p of LR butterfly wing)3, Sh2: LHK 3-3. SR Shl: R5+ (j to center R of corres. daisy) 5, Sh2: LHK 5-5. SR Shl: R3-3, Sh2: LHK 3-3. SR Shl: R5+(j to next butterfly wing)5, Sh2: LHK 5-5. Shl: R3-3+(j to SR of Butterfly Cameo row)3-3. End. Repeat for other side. All joining will be with second shuttle. End.
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